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Magdolna Cottages - Where nature comes first

 We are a devoted eco-friendly team, a family business, who run the cottage and a two-acre organic garden. We offer programs for ramblers, Nordic walkersand cavers  and for all those, who don’t see ”sitting still” as an option. So get your walking boots ready because there are plenty of places with outstanding natural beauty to discover. Our English speaking staff will guide your group throughout your holiday and help you discover nature, learn about the heritage and history of both Hungary and Slovakia. Our expertise and first hand knowledge allow us to offer you the best in the Aggtelek National Park. We strongly believe that every element of the holiday that we offer should harmonize with nature: home made food, organic fruit and veg, free range animals, a beutiful historic building with cosy interior, solid oak beams and a huge stone fireplace.

How to plan your flight

You can fly direct to Kosice or Debrecen from London Luton Airport and the cottage is just under an hour drive from Kosice, two hours drive from Debrecen. Additionally there are direct flights from London, Manchester, Edinburgh and Bristol to Budapest. We will welcome you at the airport and leave the rest to us.

Our address:  54 Kossuth street, Szögliget, 3762 - Hungary

Six reasons for visiting us:

    1. It is a unique opportunity to explore the natural beauty and history of both Hungary and Slovakia.
    2. There is a fabulous range of activities available from hiking, Nordic walking, horse riding to caving.
    3. Countries of Eastern Europe offer great quality services still at a moderate price.
    4. This is your unique opportunity to taste Hungarian cuisine, our world famous goose liver, gulash or soured cabbage and have a taste of our tipple ”Palinka”. 
    5. Your health and well-being is a priority for us, we offer great walks, fresh air, home grown fruit and veg and a great variety of caves, which are not only beautiful but efficiently treat respiratory diseases. 
    6. Your health and safety is a paramount: most activities are led by the experienced staff of Aggtelek National Park. 

Aggtelek National Park, which is known as the heart and soul of walking, caving, cycling and the endless wilderness is home to Szögliget , one of the most beautiful villages in Hungary. Szögliget is ideally placed in the mountains near the Slovakian border offering a great variety of amazing places to visit.
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For instance: Baradla Showcaves  (the sixteen-mile long dripstone wonderland with breathtaking halls, tunnels and dripstone formations) or the Fortress of Szád  (the 14th century fortress with its graceful mountaintop location and marvelous views), or the ”ghost village” of Derenk (the remote and deserted village with its vast history, which reveals envious connections of infamous warlords of the Second World War and our governor, Admiral Horthy), or Dobsina Icecaves  (the cave that brings you back to the ice age with its beautiful lights, colours and where you had better get layered up) or the beautiful town of Kosice  and the famous spas in Miskolctapolca .
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